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Tsippi Fleischer composes Adapa

What had merely been a dream of this work came to fruition when my beloved helpmate, the linguist 
Aharon Dolgopolsky, was no more with us.   Our home was full of memories of him.  I found consolation 
in the support of my son and daughter-in-law.

During the fifteen years 2000 – 2015   I was enveloped in a shimmering light of continuous inspiration.1

Together with my many varied activities, these underground waters flowed continuously, awaiting the 
day they would burst out; and at last that day dawned.  I was living in my Haifa home, on the shore of the 
Mediterranean Sea; often I would sit and compose facing its waves, at times in the early morning or at the 
end of the day; at other times, during the deep of night, on a bench or a rock on Bat Galim’s promenade, 
by the light of a street lamp.  It seemed so appropriate.   And at home I created “residencies”, composing 
with the aid of structures of visual inspiration that had coalesced over many years.

It felt like painting in Sound, not impressionistic but rather archaic, dramatic, atmospheric Sound, all 
surrounded by nature.   Constantly I impressed upon my inner being: the main point is to be part of 
nature.  And so I trod lightly within a kind of civilization, whether on the sands of the sea or on the floor-
tiles of my home; simplicity and great power.

                August 2016

 1 The climax of the compositional catharsis came throughout the year 2014.
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Two excerpts from the draft of scene 11
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The Grand Opera Adapa

Synopsis

Adapa, the creature that rises up from the sea in the 4,000 year-old Akkadian myth, moves between 
Earth and Heaven throughout the opera.  Earth symbolizes our lives in which the power of fertility and 
processes of thought dominate, whereas Heaven reflects eternity.  After Adapa has risen up to Heaven 
where he is offered the foodstuffs of eternity – which he refuses – he descends to Earth.  At the end of 
the opera he copulates with the South Wind, the feminine force which, at the beginning of the opera, 
he had opposed so vigorously.

Fleischer sums up the message of her new opera: ”We have not gained eternity.   
Death is the radiance illuminating our lives throughout our existence, kindling 
the spark so that our existence shines as brightly as possible”. 

The protagonists of the opera, in addition to Adapa (counter tenor) are mythical creatures in the guise 
of gods and natural forces; soloists and choruses perform the roles of the protagonists musically (for 
example, Earth – mixed choir, South Wind – women’s choir, the God of the Sea and the God of
Heaven – soloists).

The composer reorganized the ancient myth.  The spoken lines remained and were then set to music, 
without needing sentences of the narrative; essentially, the language of music possesses within itself 
the power of description, and it conveys a great deal pictorially within the sung text.  It conjures up 

pictures and atmosphere.  In addition, the symphonic orchestra also has a most significant function 
from the descriptive aspect.

This is Grand Opera – a courageous undertaking in the 21st century.  There are three acts which include 
11 scenes. The whole opera is sung in Akkadian, the most ancient Semitic language.  The composer 
used the lines of the myth in their original form and singers are requested to pronounce the Akkadian 
text with great precision.  The percussive, sharply-defined phonetic character of the language was the 
source of deep inspiration and propels the music towards a distinctive lustre.  What has come to be 
recognized as the exoticism in “Tsippi Fleischer’s resonance” is emphasized, with the powerful presence 
of one particular tone in each scene being much in evidence and richly enforced in a variety of ways.
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Commentary

 The story of the opera  (Tsippi Fleischer)

Act One

Adapa; Adapa meets the south wind

Scene 1 Overtura pastorala
(orchestra only, pictorial)
We find ourselves in the city of Eridu on the shore of the Persian Gulf 4,000 years ago.   There are 
ripples on the surface of the sea; its depths conceal many secrets.  Waves begin to swell – beautiful 
nymphs appear (the women’s choir).  Their exit leads to Scene 2.
 
Scene 2 Adapa has just arisen from the bottom of the sea; he sings for Ea, his master/creator
Adapa (counter tenor), half fish, half man, created by Ea, God of Wisdom2, rises from the depths.  He floats 
and sings to his master – the submissive slave is proud that he was chosen by Ea to share his wisdom.

2 God of Water, Creation and Knowledge, according to the myth.

 Stones as percussion in Scene 1

 Adapa (Stefan Goergner)
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Act Two

drought and desolation: Adapa is preparing
to ascend to heaven

Scene 4 Earth Requiem (Hymn of the Painful Earth) 
(mixed choir, pictorial)
A blazing sun.  The South Wind’s wing is broken and she is unable
to blow gusts of wind over the Earth.  Drought and desolation.
No streams of water, the flourishing grassy meadows have turned
white with salt; Nisaba, Goddess of Grain, has turned aside her
breasts, the womb of Earth is barren, no offspring is forthcoming.

 Dry  tree-leaves as percussion

Scene 3 The South Wind arrives; Adapa confronts her
The South Wind arrives in strong gusts of wind (women’s choir, agitated, with primeval violence).3 

The South Wind represents fertility on Earth; she endeavors with all her might to seduce Adapa.  
He resists her attempts loudly and forcefully – LA TAKAŠŠADĪNNI  – eventually breaking her wing.
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Scene 5 Duet of Anu and Ilabrat (men’s choir)
Anu (basso profondo), God of the Heavens, the ultimate ruler, looks down from heaven in amazement.  
Why has the South Wind stopped blowing for seven days?   Why has the womb of Earth stopped 
providing offspring?  Knowledgeable Ilabrat (the men’s choir), tells Anu what has happened.  Anu, 
angrily, orders that Adapa be brought to him.

Scene 6 Ea’s long (misleading) Aria of Guidance
Ea (baritone), in his long aria to Adapa, before Adapa is to ascend to Heaven, instructs him cunningly: 
“In Heaven they will bring you bread of death and water of death4.  Do not eat or drink anything: then 
you shall descend to Earth”.

4 Here “death” means life cut off by death.  But in Heaven Adapa will be offered bread of life and water of 
life – where “life” means eternal life.

God of the Heavens
(Eyal Edelmann)

God of the Sea (Amnon Seelig)
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Act Three

Adapa ascends to heaven, tours around, descends to earth

Scene 7 Adapa ascends to Heaven 
(orchestra only, pictorial)
Adapa starts to pull away from the Earth.  He rises higher and higher into the sky until he reaches the 
entrance to Anu’s temple in Heaven.  While ascending, Adapa sees images of vibrant Earth (replicas of 
brass instruments).
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Scene 8 Duet of Dumuzi and Gizzidan (men’s choir) with Adapa
Dumuzi and Gizzida are waiting for Adapa at the gates of Heaven; they question him playfully.  These 
two gods divide their time between Earth (in times of fertility) and Heaven (in times of drought).

Scene 9 Anu and Adapa converse in Heaven
The gates of Heaven have opened; Adapa confronts Anu.  The mighty Anu instills great fear in him.  
Adapa tells how, with trembling heart, he bravely cursed the South Wind, who had tried to drown him.  
Anu declares angrily5: “After Ea created Adapa and gave him wisdom, we can give him eternal life”. 
Bread and water are brought to Adapa, and he, remembering Ea’s instructions, refuses to eat and drink.6

In the dialogue between the furious Anu and Adapa, the latter reveals to the Master of the Pantheon 
that he had followed Ea’s advice not to eat or drink in Heaven.  “Therefore”, Anu says decisively, “you 
shall not be given Life (meaning Eternal Life), you inferior human being”.

5 We encountered him in Scene 5, and here his power is revealed to a greater degree.
6 These are the bread and water of life, “life” having the meaning of eternal life.

Scene 10 The tour of Heaven; Adapa descends to Earth
Anu leads Adapa on a fascinating tour of Heaven.  Adapa is stunned by the amazing scenery, its mystery 
and mysticism.  These are pictures of replicas of the wind instruments on the background of a sustained 
string orchestra (playing an exotic cluster).  Adapa is amazed at the tour of wonderful scenes of eternal 
life.  However, he is not given eternal life.  With Anu’s last words echoing in his mind, he gradually 
descends back to Earth. 
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FINALE

After the singing of a soprano followed by a harp, we begin to hear syllables of familiar text in the 
choir.  The Earth (mixed choir) has undergone a change.  After the curse of drought has been removed, 
pictures of the fertile Earth drift: first they are bright, later somewhat gloomy.7  We see flowing streams, 
flourishing fields and flowers, children playing happily…

7 The moments of farewell from the opera contain some gloom; a certain amount of sorrow still hovers 
above the world.

Scene 11 The South Wind arrives again: Adapa copulates with her in the course of
 Earth’s “Hymn to Fertility”
Adapa is once more on Earth. He realizes: he belongs here on Earth.  The South Wind arrives again, 
now approaching Adapa on Earth.  This time she succeeds in seducing him.
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In each of my works a certain color is predominant throughout.  In “Adapa” 
it is blue. I was surrounded by blue continuously.  While composing I 
arranged the cycle of nuances of the color blue to correspond with the 
basic atmosphere in each scene, as it follows the cycle of one day:

Palette of colors according to the eleven scenes: 

1
 early morning light
 07.00  – 08.00
 grayish blue

2
full morning light
09.00
bright blue, sunny sky

3
before midday but with
flecks of shadows
10.00 – 11.00
bright blue, with flecks
of shadows

4
midday in blazing heat
12.00 – 14.00
yellow, burning sun      

5
early afternoon
15.00
neutral blue, with slight hint 
of darker light in the sky   

6
mid-afternoon 
16.00 – 17.00
dark blue, the depths of
the ocean

7
late afternoon, towards evening
17.00 – 18.30
daylight, growing darker 

       8
early evening
19.00
Violet of Sunset

         9
evening now
20.00 – 21.00
Blue of the 
Evening

night, around
midnight
24.00
Black Sky of
the Night

third watch of 
night, before dawn
04.00 – 05.00
Grey involving
Green

10          11
very early morning
05.00  – 07.00
Golden Mourning Light
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 My thoughts

Thoughts come and go, flitting by, assailing the mind in flashes.  I found difficulty in weaving them into 
a cohesive entity.  And yet, I collected them into a number of amazing directions that fascinated me 
throughout the process of composition.

There is mainly the intoxication of the senses causing total detachment from the world in favor of 
complete concentration.  A dreamy sensation of a vibrant imaginative world, not induced by narcotics.  
The realm of the imagination is so unlimited that I reached for the water above the heavens; it seemed 
pure and appealing.  Suddenly I thought of Augustine: with him heaven symbolizes purity as opposed 
to the corruption of earth – and with me, it is simply what it is within the shift of events.
Throughout the years I have found myself uninterested in incidental music.  A work of art is not an 
incident, even though unexpected things do occur – the surprise comes upon the background of 
intention, of yearning; this is art as far as I am concerned.  And I found that I was clashing yet coming 
to terms with myself, but not encroaching on where I would be wasting energy – drunk on total 
concentration, this diligent goody-goody.  Getting addicted to the cathartic process, the present work is 
again the result of a deliberate and strong passion over a period of time8.  Anything over-realistic repels 
me this time, even the Oriental-Arabic direction, always so important for me.  This time I preferred the 
avant-garde with which I identify and which involves quarter-tone sound.

Nothing here is exactly what we are accustomed to in human dimensions – the tragic, dramatic, 
terrifying social differences (for example, the class wars in society, which appear in the encounters 
between cultures with Mozart).  Sorrow and happiness are mythic and not really human feelings. The 
naked nymphs (whom I envisaged at the beginning of the opera while composing) form a mythic

8 And here comes a little bonus, my seventh symphony, a gift to the family on my grandson’s birth.

primordial entity, whereas the ripples on the sea are sensuous.  The seductive women floating on the 
sea (the South Wind) represent sharpness, power, brightness, simplicity, almost primitiveness – and 
not the accepted feminine quality of gentleness.  I tended towards both cosmic and erotic mind-sets in 
which, philosophically, the end of life is also its beginning.

Ever searching for a true challenge, I longed spiritually to live Adapa’s philosophical drama.  After the 
sensory intoxication of hearing or watching the opera, members of the audience may awaken to their 
own personal sensations. 

I united with my own ancient Middle-Eastern totality, with my vast passion for this world where I am at 
home, relaxing in my own lounge, and from where present-day inspiration envelops me.  I can never 
quench my thirst or lessen my awe when absorbing these local inspirations, a Jew according to my 
official identity card with an addition – from one end of the earth to another, from a long time ago 
to eternity.   How then could I not be influenced by Ido Tadmor who satisfies both the senses and the 
mind, or by the exhibition of “Israeli Artists Collect Dust” in the Israel Museum (visited on 21.1.2014).

“Tsippi’s sonority” with its stylistic demands in terms of musical drama, bursts out with a bang in “Like 
Two Branches”, received significant reinforcement in “Victoria and the Men”9 and reaches a new climax 
with “Adapa”.   These demands, a part of my total being, fascinated me and have led me to more and 
more amazing discoveries involving my own path, this time in the broad dimensions of Grand Opera, 
enabling me to breathe far more deeply than ever before. 

Musical essence will be discussed in greater detail in the following chapter. 

9 An opera that was not completed because of production constraints; however, its style is well-defined in this 
section.
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A strong influence: in Wagner’s epic works I found the model for translating ancient myths into operatic 
language; in matters of “mood” I am more attracted to Wagner’s gloom than to Verdi’s verismo. 

In the past I have delved deeply into early myths – the ancient diluted by the primal, as far as I was 
concerned.

For example, the sculptor Nahum Inbar’s primal works in wood and stone attracted me.  And I myself 
was drawn to the sea.  I saw his exhibition in Givatayim’s Municipal Gallery (12.1.2014) and read his 
words in the exhibition’s catalogue, speaking of the physical contact with elements easily available in 
nature when starting out on a creative process.  “Creating sculpture of this sort carries within it a rich 
background of history and culture.  At the same time it presents contemporary artistic challenges”.  
Nahum Inbar seems to be speaking in my voice.  I too sense that at times I sculpt with imaginative 
plastic fingerprints in my work (images generally as well as visual images).  In this opera I feel very much 
like a sculptor in sound and nothing less than a painter of sound (see also in my composition "Avot 
Yeshurun – A Cycle of Three Songs", opus 5).

To return to the primal aspect: all the arts demonstrate that echoes of the past constitute a huge force, 
making for endless interpretative possibilities of staging, like an ever-surging spring.

In the opera “Adapa” this drive, that can also be understood as a vocal drive (Mira Zakai’s terminology), 
springs from the power of the Akkadian language as a dynamic trigger initiating the progress of 
composition and what was innate in it.  Fortunately, the trigger of language increased my ability to do 
what was necessary here and it also became a symbolically philosophic force.

In my story apropos the narrative of the myth, the continuous beauty of the ending transpires in a 
relatively quiet progression, with a bright, yet somewhat clouded parting – but this is not a resentful 
parting after the fulfillment of some sort of spent beauty, as in Mahler’s “The Song of the Earth”.

Regarding the dimensions of time – Tsippi Fleischer emphasises: the “large time” of 4,000 years ago, 
amorphous and distant, and the “small time” of one day’s passing close at hand, very real (see 
above on pages 20-21); and it is this dimension of the ”small time” that is governed in its scope  by 
the kingdom of the imagination and the intoxication of the senses (as detailed at the beginning of 
this chapter : “My thoughts”.)
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The gowns of the three soloists



 And What I Do

(The musical essence of the work)

a)
The history of music is part of my kitbag as I go along my way.  In my approach the well-defined 
semantics given in the exhaustive table below, with a clear differentiation between “classical” and 
“romantic”, are completely integrated:

 CLASSICAL  ROMANTIC

 Strict ABA - Free

 Closed form - Open form

 Thought out - Intuitive

 Mechanical (strategies) - Organic (strategies)

 Cosmopolitan - National awareness

 Content - Searching

My inner need to combine all these apparently propels us to the 21st century.

The background to 20th century narrative indicates three directions: 

 Folklore (Bartok, first and foremost)

 Sensation/color (Debussy, father of Impressionism)

 Dodecaphony (Schönberg in the 12-tone sonority)

With me they surface and merge quite naturally – folklore is part of my being, sensory haziness 
encounters clear transparency, and quarter-tones easily find their bearings in the realm of semitones.

The composer Robert Starer once said to me: “Ravel and Debussy used the same texts so that it is 
interesting to compare them. But there is no one with whom to compare you”.  This was when he had 
got to know my early works in the 70s.

I enjoy looking over the words of the earlier generations of Israeli composers.  Their way of thinking is 
clear to me since for many years I have been doing what I do because I can’t do otherwise.  Everything 
they have said merges into a single reality for me. 

Josef Tal called for a separation between “Israeli music” (a local, political term) and “contemporary 
music” (a universal, cosmopolitan term).  Paul Ben-Haim warned of the danger that musicians of the 
West (he was thinking of Darmstadt) would disparage us.  Mordecai Seter admired the existence of 
polyphonic textures (in contrast to the vertical harmonic dimension) in European music which might 
serve as a unifying element with the East and which would contribute towards both metric and tonal 
enrichment.  In Ben-Zion Orgad’s opinion, given our geopolitical situation, Israel should automatically 
integrate East and West.

b)
From a bird’s eye point of view, the peaks of dichotomy throughout my creative path have focused on 
the ancient (civilizations generally) as opposed to the new.  No contemporary trends are neglected.  For 
me, surrealism has replaced realism with one blow.

“The Middle East as a Cultural Source” is a type of heading for lectures I am invited to give in connection 
with my creative work.  This is not the terminology of my choosing but it seems that this is how 
I have already been recognized in the world of art music.  A sub-heading in smaller letters, “Ethnic 
Background”, occasionally appears below the main heading.
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c)
For me the fourth has been, and remains, the attractive interval, the one of which I am consciously 
aware.  Within my world of intervals-of-the-fourth I have achieved a great deal, both in the vertical 
and the horizontal dimension, including the use of clusters.  I have given preferential treatment to 
the interval of the fourth since “Like Two Branches”, through “Victoria and the Men”, “Oasis” and up to 
“Adapa”, in this opera with more and more elaborations.  An abundance of chords, an intensification of 
the “single” central tone in each scene, with varied layers of Sound are included in the orchestration.  
The frenzied instrumental activity has been in evidence since “Like Two Branches” and “Victoria and 
the Men”10 – here it was underlined in the large groups of instruments of the symphonic orchestra.  
Oriental-avant-garde tonality resonates here.  This time the orchestra has an extremely important 
function as part of the dramatic operatic genre, and the emphasis on the orchestration results in a 
significant composition in its own right.

d)
The percussive nature of the Akkadian language is amazing.  It appealed to me.  Strongly.  The entity 
of word plus tone springing from one and the same guttural source (which, by the way, was already 
developed in monophonic prayers that I heard on my visit to Santa Katarina in 1968) – this  sonorous 
entity (subconsciously absorbed) is very clearly evident in my compositions as well as in the listener’s 
perception.  A word is fragmented, expands, is broken up.  Even drama and speech were drawn 
from this; astonishing pictures of an ancient Middle East, with an exotic world of sound inspired by 
an unmistakably phonetic/phonematic intent.  The singing is extremely accurate; here and there 
the singers were given necessary allowances in order to pronounce the ancient language while 
concentrating on the art of contemporary voice production.

10 “Oasis” is not included because an ensemble of young instrumentalists accompanies the young singers.

 Love you, love you not

(Silent discussions)

I am not interested in a heightened treatment of perception, tending towards nihilism; since all of life is 
one ongoing experience, in each work composed there is an innate atmosphere, and as things develop, 
there are solutions. (Anti Cage)

Realism in art is not for me, and even if the protest it contains is justified, crimes witnessed each and 
every day have been witnessed.  I have not touched on the Holocaust, not because of a basic reluctance 
but because of a path-of-life that led me differently, to the land of my birth; and my grief at the loss of 
my father’s family in the Polish inferno has not faded away. (Anti Nono)

“Sound is what it is, color is what it is” – this approach is too extreme, seemingly in the name of research.  
Not so when speaking of inspiration flowing towards intended construction.  Debates on “something 
made out of something and something made out of nothing” belong in the world of research, if 
analysts wish to discuss the originality/contribution/ground-breaking work of this or that composer; 
but musicologists should be aware that this is Sisyphean task.  There are aesthetic worlds that have 
already made their contribution – they should not be ignored or forgotten (for example, Arvo Pärt). 
(Anti Rauschenberg)

The involvement that I have always aimed for prevents envy of others in favor of inner strength.  I take 
no part in the friction that arises between colleagues of my generation and between them and their 
teachers.  The more I study others, the more I come close to my own self.
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With whom do I identify?

 1. Michal Zmora-Cohen who looks at the local experience (“Personal repertoire”), who is even
  surprised at the wonderful entity that is music itself (“A musical trip with Schopenhauer”).

 2. Ruth Chelouche, whose paintbrush is as necessary to her as is breathing, food and air (Gallery,
  Haaretz, 5.3.2012, cover story).

 3. Uri Rom who finds the vocal dimension as determining much in instrumental music, through
  his study of Mozart’s music (Gallery, Haaretz, 1.7.2013, the experimental arena, pp.14-15).

 4. Dalia Cohen’s ‘leitmotifs’/mantras that we got to know apropos creativity in music – the time
  axis, the differentiation between art and folk music, the directions, choice and
  organization, directionality, the revolution of J.S. Bach.  

 5. The somewhat unreal perception of Gil Shohat in his operas “Alpha and Omega” and “The
  Child Dreams”.

 6. Mauricio Kagel’s manner of finding his way to music – through philosophy, literature,
  humanism (from a meeting with him in Israel in Testimonium 1979).

 7. I found it completely natural to turn Marc Kopytman’s shining fragments into scales, from my
  point of view with subconscious synchronism and not diachronically.  I was happy to agree
  with Lévi-Strauss’ perception of natives.

 8. I enjoy imbibing the objective investigations of Reuven Serussi whenever he finds it
  necessary.

Transparency is dignified; I find it so appealing in every dimension.  That is why I love György 
Kurtag, Merce Cunningham, Michal Rovner, Penderecki, Mordecai Ardon.  Transparency is honesty.  
Transparency is courage.

These loves of mine reflect the fabric of my being.

Conclusion

A spiritual framework becomes clearer, emerging throughout one’s life.

Zipora Golan, an educator with no musical background, continues to radiate spirituality for me.  
Throughout my life she strengthened in me the belief in: the “power of naiveté”, “whosoever has 
labored on Sabbath eve will eat on the Sabbath’, in “the power of existence emerging from the inner 
strength of melodies expressing ideas – approaches – desires”.  In her old age she begged me: “Please 
tell me what you do in order to harmonize a melody?  I don’t understand what harmonization means”.

From Michal Lanir of the Levinsky Institute (formerly the Center for Cultures in Israel), I received 
intellectual backing well-based in proofs and quotations: the privilege of freedom is certainly more 
important than life.  For her, to die meant freedom.
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The colors of the choirs' costumes according to their 
dramatic roles throughout the opera



 Vivid memories of the cathartic process

1.

Ten years of an ongoing sparkling creative process resulted in a sharp peak during the great days of 
cathartic composition.

On July 30, 2004, quite obsessively, I took myself off to Eilat’s Hanesiha Hotel where, with growing 
excitement, I arranged the libretto for the first time.  With the carefully planned proposal in my hands I 
traveled to the Het Theater in Amsterdam and to WDR-Chor in Cologne, describing this opera breathing 
down my neck. To no avail.  I came face to face with reality: no one would invest in a project such as 
this through the acceptable channels.  So original, so imaginative, so huge, I was told.  But the strong 
desire to bring to fruition this operatic project burned in me and led me to the conclusion: it would be 
first a video opera, subject to my own desires; in this way it would be born.  From previous experiences I 
already knew that the life of an opera does not end with the premiere event.  The music is recorded but 
the visual aspect may be vastly altered in the future.

For many years I was involved in many activities, progressing towards the inspiration of “Adapa” 
awaiting me round the corner.  I remembered the sea I had loved previously, near Flam Lake in Norway’s 
fjords (July 1976), Lake Sevenum in Holland near which I slept (April 2002), there my friend Heinz Klein 
lived – WDR’s Tonmeister.  These I recalled, and then took a deep breath opposite the sea in Bat Galim, 
Haifa (2014).  There were also moments of suffering when the days of catharsis began, continuing 
throughout 2014.

An interesting fact: the scenes were not composed in their exact sequence, one after another.  The 
broad constructional aspect, together with the special blue of each scene were so clear to me from the 
very beginning, that I could choose as I pleased with which sequence to advance.

Following are a number of quotations from my diary

After midnight, 27.3.14.  During the composition of Scene 5.
As night falls on the promenade it seems that’s where I need to be.  I was in euphoria when I returned from 
the nightly procedure on the promenade (writing the first sketch of Scene 5).  Going off to work calms me.  I’m 
in the right mind-set.

Intermediate days of Passover, 18.4.14. Composing Scene 4.
A particularly good day of composition, from four in the morning.  In the evening, once more on the 
promenade.  The day was hot, so the sea is like smooth marble, and I am at the small round stone table 
with a stone seat, sitting comfortably, lovely air, the soft, delicate waves caress the face.  Writing the 
chaconne mobile of Scene 4, section two, also working on the first notation of orchestration for entrances 
in the first section.

Morning, intermediate days of Passover, 19.4.14, still with Scene 4.
The sun was indeed blazing, it suited the atmosphere of desert dryness in this scene.  And the sea was even 
more static marble.  As I got up from the same table plus stone seat, a fresh breeze began to blow.

Evening, 23.4.14, still with Scene 4.
The magical promenade, today it was really magical.  Towards evening such lovely waves are borne by the 
fresh East winds that all I want to do now is to go to sleep with it and tomorrow morning, early in the morning, 
to continue.  

Evening, 25.4.14. End of the composition of Scene 4.
Once more the promenade did not disappoint me!  I got there in the early evening immediately after an 
amazing eclipse of the sun.  I hadn’t known about it; but many people arrived, looked, photographed.  For I 
am disconnected from all news of this world and am living in a different world, a true paradise.  I sat down 
on the stone seat, carrying out the compositional task I had set myself, working on the 4 bars in the region of 
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the end of the second section of Scene 4.  Immediately inspiration was there.  Work on the continuation 
of entrances in the same area, on the chaconne, will continue tomorrow.  It’s a great effort that bears 
wonderful fruit.

Evening, 9.6.14. During the composition of Scene 3.
What more does one need when seeing the water on the shore of the promenade, the shadows of the 
traces of the forceful motion of the South wind that came and went …wow.  And exactly when I arrived, 
a particularly noisy motor boat flew over the water at an extremely impressive speed.  At the moment for 
the sensation of it, I am focusing mainly on the appearance of the storm.  The feminine power here is not 
softly sexual – but sharp, powerful, shining, simple, primitive.  I am deeply into my style now; deeper than 
ever before.

Midday, 22.8.14.  During the composition of Scene 11, Hymn of Fertility.
How wonderful to live completely within this momentum.  Fertility, vitality, to be exactly there, and only 
there.  A sort of womb, a lovely bubble for these moments.  And all else is dead. The splendid emotional 
life with Ronek (my late husband Aharon).  Both the vitality and sorrow of parting.  I learned to live with 
pictures.  A sort of loneliness with fulfillment.  Everything in life passes and you are left with what you 
remember, what you see and remember.  Luckily I am able to live with pictures.  And also with significant, 
splendid sensations.   This I have achieved.  For sure. 

Evening, 30.10.14. During preparations of the vocal line for the format of 
the vocal score.
I get back to Scene 4 again, the huge longed-for scene; delicate ripples on the waves of the sea borne by an 
amazing East wind (again, how suitable for Adapa), likewise the pictures formed by the clouds, I saw the 
surfer who built a sailboat and later sailed it.  A sea breeze and reasonably hot weather. 

Four in the morning, Friday, 31.10.14.
With heavy rain outside – how good to feel that my home is my fortress, a beloved home.

2.

I was steeped in a permanent entrancement, disconnected from everything surrounding me 
throughout all of the creative process, cutting myself off determinedly from the futility of this world – 
emails, telephones, news.  These did not interest me.  I wrote for myself: “Throughout the composing 
of this work I am in a pastoral mood, once again floating ceaselessly and intensively upon great 
experiences”; and I added with certainty: “Creative work is constant deliverance.  To stab your soul with 
sharp knives, never knowing satisfaction – and always having the spiritual problem, the continuous 
worry about meaning in life”.

3.

And then the visual inspiration came, a great aid to the composition.  For example, pictures of a dry yet 
ever-moving desert (for Scene 4). Or the surfers and huge waves in a stormy sea near my home 
(for Scene 3)

And there are the dead that are ever alive, who spread grains of spirit in my home, and these awoke 
suddenly to such vibrant life: the art books in Noa  Yefet’s legacy, the poems of Pichi (Yoram Ben Meir). 
If Noa Yeffet only knew how much inspiration is generated by her.  If Pichi only knew that I see (his) Max 
here on the shore of Bat Galim.
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Below is one of Pichi’s poems.  I read it a great deal while working on Scene 11, the children 
symbolizing life. 

 All night long I gathered sky stars
That fell into the sea of water
All night long I gripped trails
Of sparks to raise up out of the water
Stars that never fade, distant
Afterglows for which I longed,
Not a spell of bewitchment but the rungs
Of a ladder set in streaming
Waters that do not extinguish a dream of many days
This is the ladder to a world
Rising day and night
From the dreams of children
And it reaches up to heaven

  English: Gila Abrahamson

And there is one free spirit, Moshe Efrati (Kol Demama) whose primal energies have attracted me 
instinctively since the composition of my Symphony No. 3.

You, dear listener, when you listen, will see a picture that only you will see.
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The soloists' rehearsals in Berlin - June, October 2015.
Naaman Wagner at the piano.

(photographer: Shira Orion)



LIBRET TO

Shlomo Yizre'el

An adaptation of an ancient myth 



At the end of the scene the Nymphs (women’s choir) enter, uttering 
vowels in a vocalise type of singing:

NA NA NA...

KA KA KA...

ME ME ME

This type of singing creates an overlap to scene 2.

 Scene 1
OVERTURA PASTORALA

(Mostly orchestra)

Act I

ADAPA; ADAPA MEETS THE SOUTH WIND

Contents
Act I

ADAPA; ADAPA MEETS THE SOUTH WIND

Scene 1
OVERTURA PASTORALA (Mostly orchestra)

Scene 2
ADAPA (counter tenor) HAS JUST  ARISEN
FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA, HE SINGS FOR EA 
HIS LORD/CREATOR

Scene 3
THE SOUTH WIND ARRIVES, ADAPA CONFRONTS HER
A   The South Wind arrives
B   Duet (The South Wind and Adapa) 
C    The struggle (Adapa and orchestra)

Act II

DROUGHT AND DESOLATION; ADAPA IS 
PREPARING TO ASCEND TO HEAVEN

Scene 4
EARTH REQUIEM
HYMN OF THE PAINFUL EARTH
(Atmosphere of Drought and Desolation)

Scene 5
DUET OF ANU (bass) AND ILABRAT (men’s choir)
DUET IN ARIOSI

Scene 6
EA’S LONG (MISLEADING) ARIA OF GUIDANCE

ACT III

ADAPA ASCENDS TO HEAVEN, 
TOURS THERE, DESCENDS TO EARTH

Scene 7
ADAPA ASCENDS TO HEAVEN
(Orchestra only)

Scene 8
DUET OF DUMUZI AND GIZZIDA (men’s choir)
WITH ADAPA

Scene 9
ANU AND ADAPA CONVERSE IN HEAVEN

Scene 10
ANU TAKES ADAPA ON A TOUR OF
HEAVEN: ADAPA DESCENDS BACK  TO EARTH

Scene 11
THE SOUTH WIND ARRIVES AGAIN:
ADAPA COPULATES WITH HER IN THE COURSE OF 
EARTH’S “HYMN OF FERTILITY”
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                                                                Akkadian

Adapa
 1. ÉA ŠAR-ÁPŠI ĀT  Û́ MÍLKI
 2. AN�KU �ŠIPU ARÁDKA
 3. INA-IMNÍYA ÁLIK INA-ŠUM ĒLÍYA R  Ū́TS  ̓
 4. T ẤKA ÉLLU ANA-T ẾA ŠÚKUN
 5. P�KA ÉLLI ANA P�YA ŠÚKUN
 6. ÁMATU ELL�TI DÚMMIK  ̓
 7. K  ̓IBῙT-P�YA ŠÚLLIM

 Scene 2

                                                     English

Adapa
 1.	 O	Ea,	king	of	the	subterranean-water,	finder	of	counsel
 2.	 I	am	the	sorcerer,	your	servant
 3.	 Walk	at	my	right,	rush	for	help	at	my	left
 4.	 Install	your	holy	spell	in	mine
 5.	 Install	your	holy	saying	in	mine
 6.	 Make	my	holy	speech	a	good	one
 7.	 Perfect	the	command	of	my	mouth

ADAPA HAS JUST ARISEN FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA, HE SINGS 
FOR EA HIS LORD/CREATOR

(Counter tenor)

 Š   is pronounced as
    sh  in 	ship
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                         Akkadian

The South Wind (women’s choir)
 8. MAYYĀL-ŠARR Ū́TI  UŠTAPÁRRIR
 9. MAYYĀLA  UŠTAPÁRRIR

Adapa
 10. N Ū́NῙ ANA-B�T BĒ LÍYA  AB ẤR

The South Wind
 11. MAYY�LA  ŠA-T  ̓ŪB-S Ū́NI  ÁT  ̓ĀB
 12. MAYY�LA  ÁT  ̓ĀB

Adapa
 13. ŪMIŠÁMMA  ANA-ÉA NIK  ̓ Ấ  ANÁKK  ̓I

The South Wind
 14. MAYY�LA  ŠA-T  ̓ŪB-S Ū́NI  ÁT  ̓ĀB
 15. MAYYĀL-UŠTAPÁRRIR

                             English

The South Wind (women’s choir)
 8.	 I	have	spread	a	royal	bed	
 9.	 I	have	spread	a	bed

Adapa
 10.	 I	will	be	catching	fish	for	my	lord

The South Wind
 11.	 	I	sweetened	a	bed	for	a	sweet	lap
 12.	 	I	sweetened	a	bed

Adapa
 13.	 I	shall	always	bring	offerings	to	Ea

The South Wind
 14.	 	I	sweetened	a	bed	for	a	sweet	lap
 15.	 I	have	spread	a	bed

 Scene 3
THE SOUTH WIND ARRIVES, ADAPA CONFRONTS HER

(Counter tenor plus women’s choir)

A   The South Wind arrives
B    Duet (The South Wind and ADAPA)
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                      Akkadian

Adapa
 16. Š Ū́TU
 17. LĀ  TAKAŠŠAD�NNI
 18. ŠÍSῙ  Š ´ŪTU
 19. ŠĀR�NῙ  AḪḪ ḖKI
 20. MALA-IDÁNNINŪ
 21. KÁPPAKI  LUŠÉBBIR

                                 English

Adapa
 16.	 O	South	Wind,
 17.	 You	shall	not	overpower	me!
 18.	 Call,	O	South	Wind,
 19.	 The	(other)	winds,	your	brothers!
 20.	 As	much	as	they	become	strong	–
 21.	 I	shall	still	break	your	wing!

C The struggle (ADAPA and orchestra)
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[From the original myth:
The South Wind became stronger, blew at him and drowned 
him; he plunged in his lord’s house; in the deep of the sea death 
confronted him, and in the rage of his heart he cried loudly:
Š Ū́TU  LĀ  TAKAŠŠAD�NNI . . . Then he broke her wing.]



                                          Akkadian

Earth
 22. SEBET- Ū́MI  Š Ū́TU  ANA-M�TI  UL-IZÍKK  ̓A
 23. EL ḖNU  ZUNNῙŠU  ÁDAD  ÍŠÁKK  ̓IL
 24. ŠÁPLIŠ  UL-ÍLLIKA  M�LU  INA-NÁGBI
 25. ÍŠŠUR  ÉK  ̓LU  IŠPIKῙŠU
 26. ῙTÉDDIL  IRTÁŠA  NISÁBA
 27. TS  ̓ALM  Ū́TI  ÍPTS  ̓Û  UGĀRŪ
 28. TS  ̓ ḖRU  PALK Û́  IDR�NA
 29. IBBÁLKAT  ÉRTS  ̓ETU  R ḖMŠA
 30. ŠÁMMU  UL-UTS  ̓  Ấ ŠÚ  ̓ Ū  UL-Í  ̓RŪ
 31. IŠŠAKÍNMA  ANA-NÍŠῙ  ASÁKKU
 32. R ḖMU  KUTSS  ̓ÚRMA UL-UŠ ḖŠIR  ŠÉRRA

                                                                  English

Earth
 22.	 Seven	days	the	South	Wind	did	not	blow	toward	the	land
 23.	 Above	–	Adad	has	spared	his	rains
 24.	 Below	–	no	flooding	came	up	from	the	springs
 25.	 The	field	cut	off	its	yield
 26.	 Nisaba	(the	grain	goddess)	has	turned	off	her	breast
 27.	 The	dark	fields	turned	white
 28.	 The	wide	steppe	produced	salt
 29.	 Earth’s	womb	rebelled:
 30.	 Grass	would	not	come	out,	cereals	would	not	grow
 31.	 Plague	came	down	on	the	people
 32.	 The	womb	has	tied	up	and	would	not	produce	a	child.

 Scene 4
EARTH REQUIEM
HYMN OF THE PAINFUL EARTH

(Atmosphere of Drought and Desolation)
(Mixed choir)

Act II

DROUGHT AND DESOLATION; ADAPA IS PREPARING
TO ASCEND TO HEAVEN
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                                                                       Akkadian

Anu
 33. AMM�NI  Š Ū́TU  IŠTU-S ḖBET   Ū́MῙ  ANA-M�TI  LA-IZZÍKK A̓
 34. AMMÍNI  R ḖMU  KUTSS  ̓ÚRMA  UL-UŠ ḖŠIR  ŠÉRRA

Ilabrat
 35. B ḖLI
 36. ADAPA  M�R  ÉA  ŠA-S Ū́TI  KAPPÁŠA  IŠTÉBIR

Anu
 37. NĀR�RU
 38. ŠUPÚRMA  LILK  ̓ÛNÍŠŠU  ANNIK Ấ

English

Anu
 33.	 Why	hasn’t	the	South	Wind	blown	for	seven	days	toward	the	land?
 34.	 Why	is	the	womb	tied	up	and	would	not	produce	a	child?

Ilabrat
 35.	 My	lord,
 36.	 Adapa,	Ea’s	son,	broke	the	South	Wind’s	wing.

Anu
 37.	 Help!
 38.	 Send	(someone)	to	bring	him	here!

 Scene 5
DUET OF ANU AND ILABRAT (men’s choir) 
DUET IN ARIOSI

(Bass with men’s choir)
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Akkadian

Ea
 39. ADAPA  
 40. ANA-PĀNῙ  ANI  ŠARRI  ATTA-TALLAK ANA-ŠAMÊ  TELLῙMA
 41. ANA-ŠAMÊ  INA-ELÎKA ANA-BĀB  ANI  INA-T  ̓ EḪÎKA
  42. INA-BĀBU  ANI DUMUZI  U-GIZZIDA  IZZAZZŪ
 43. IMMARŪKA  ILTANA  ̓ A̓LŪKA
 44. ET  ̓LU  ANA-MANNI  KÂ-EMÂTA ADAPA  ANA-MANNI  KARRA  LABŠĀTA

 45. ATTA  ANA-Š ẤŠUNU  TAPPAL
 46. INA-MĀTINI  ILŪ-ŠINA  ḪALK  ̓ŪMA ANĀKU  AKANNA  EPŠĒKU
 47. ŠUNU  ANA-KÂŠA  IZAKKARŪ
 48. MANNU  ILŪ  ŠENA ŠA-INA  MĀTI  ḪALK  ̓Ū
 49. ATTA  ANA-ŠÂŠUNU  TAPPAL
 50. DUMUZI  U-GIZZIDA
 51. ŠÚNU  AḪ�MIŠ IPPALLÁS Ū́MA  ITSS  ̓ENEḪḪ Ū́
 52. ŠÚNU  A̓MATA-DAMIK ̓TA  ANA-ANI  IK A̓BBÛ
 53. PĀNῙ  BANÛTI ŠA-ANI ŠUNU  UKALLAMŪKA
 54. ANA-PĀNῙ  ANI  INA-UZUZZIKA
 55. AKALA  ŠA-MŪTI  UKALLŪNIKKUMMA LĀ  TAKKAL

English

Ea
 39.	 Adapa
 40.	 You	are	going	to	king	Anu,	you	will	ascend	to	heaven
 41.	 When	you	have	ascended	to	heaven,	when	you	have	approached	Anu’s	gate
 42.	 At	Anu’s	gate	Dumuzi	and	Gizzida	will	be	standing
 43.	 They	will	see	you;	they	will	question	you:
 44.	 You	there,	for	whom	are	you	changed	this	way?	Adapa,	for	whom	are	you	dressed
	 	 in	a	mourning	garment?					
 45.	 You	should	answer	them:
 46.	 “From	our	land	two	gods	are	missing,	and	so	I	have	done	this”.
 47.	 They	will	say	to	you:
 48.	 “Who	are	the	two	gods	that	are	missing	from	the	land?”
 49.	 You	will	answer	them:
 50.	 “Dumuzi	and	Gizzida”
 51.	 They	will	look	at	each	other	and	smile
 52.	 They	will	say	something	good	to	Anu
 53.	 They	will	show	you	the	favorable	face	of	Anu
 54.	 When	you	stand	before	Anu,
 55.	 You	will	be	offered	food	of	death;	do	not	eat!

 Scene 6
EA’S LONG (MISLEADING) ARIA OF GUIDANCE

(Baritone solo)
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 56. MÊ-MŪTI  UKALLŪNIKKUMMA LĀ-TAŠATTI
 57. LUBĀRA  UKALLŪNIKKUMMA LITBAŠ
 58. ŠAMNA  UKALLŪNIKKUMMA PIŠŠAŠ
 59. T  ̓ĒMA  ŠA-AŠKUNUKA  LĀ-TEMEKKI AMATA  ŠA-AK  ̓BÂKKU  LŪ-TS  ̓ABT�TA
 60. T  ̓EM-EA  Ē-TEMEKKI ANA-MĀTI  LŪ-TATÂRA

 56.	 You	will	be	offered	water	of	death;	do	not	drink!
 57.	 You	will	be	offered	a	garment;	dress!
 58.	 You	will	be	offered	oil;	anoint!
 59.	 Do	not	neglect	the	command	I	gave	you;	you	must	keep	to	what	I	said	to	you
 60.	 Do	not	neglect	Ea’s	command,	and	you	shall	return	to	Earth.

 Scene 7
ADAPA ASCENDS TO HEAVEN

(Orchestra only)

Act III

ADAPA ASCENDS TO HEAVEN, TOURS THERE,
DESCENDS TO EARTH
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Akkadian

Dumuzi and Gizzida
 61. NĀR�RU
 62. ÉT  ̓ LU  ANA-MÁNN I  KÂ-EMĀTÂ ADAPA  ANA-MANNI  KÁRRA  LABŠ�TA

Adapa
 63. INA-M�TI  ILŪ-ŠÉNA  ḪALK  ̓  Ū́MA ANĀKU  KÁRRA  LABŠ�KU

Dumuzi and Gizzida
 64. MÁNNU  ÍLŪ  ŠÍNA  ŠA-ÍNA  M�TI  ḪALK  ̓  Ū́

Adapa
 65. DÚMUZI  GÍZZIDA

Dumuzi and Gizzida
 66. ÁDAPA ANA-P�NI  ÁNI  ŠÁRRI  K  ̓ÉRBA

English

Dumuzi and Gizzida
 61.	 Help!
 62.	 You	there,	for	whom	are	you	changed	this	way?		Adapa,	for	whom	are	you	dressed
	 	 in	a	mourning	garment?

Adapa
 63. From	the	land	two	gods	are	missing,	and	so	I	am	dressed	in	a	mourning	garment
	 	 Dumuzi	and	Gizzida

Dumuzi and Gizzida
 64. Who	are	the	two	gods	that	are	missing	from	the	land?

Adapa
 65. Dumuzi	and	Gizzida.

Dumuzi and Gizzida
 66. Adapa,	come	in	front	of	Anu
 

 Scene 8
DUET OF DUMUZI AND GIZZIDA WITH ADAPA

(Men’s choir with counter tenor)
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                                                        Akkadian

Anu
 67. ÁLKA  ÁDAPA
 68. AMM�NI  ŠA-ŠŪTI-KAPPÁŠA  TÉŠBIR

Adapa
 69. B ḖLI
 70. ÁNA-BῙT  BĒLÍYA  INA-K  ̓ÁBLAT  TÂMTI  N Ū́NI  AB ẤR
 71. Š Ū́TU  IZῙK  ̓ÁMMA  I ẤŠI  UTT  ̓EBB ẤNNI
 72. ÁNA-BῙT  B ḖLI  ULTÁMTS  ̓IL
 73. INA-LÍBBI  T ẤMTI  M Ū́TU  IMTAḪRÁNNI
 74. INA-ÚGGAT  LIBBÍYA  Š Ū́TA  ATTÁZAR

Anu
 75. ÉA  Š Ū́MA  ῙTEPÚSSU  N�NU  MῙNÁ  NIPPÚSSU
 76. ÉA  N ḖMEK  ̓A  ITTADÍNŠU  N�NU  MῙNÁ  NINADDÍNŠU
 77. AKAL-BAL�T  ̓I  LEKÂNIŠŠÚMMA  L�KUL

English

Anu
 67.	 Come,	Adapa
 68.	 Why	did	you	break	the	wing	of	the	South	Wind?

Adapa
 69.	 My	lord!
 70.	 For	my	lord’s	household	I	was	catching	fish	in	the	middle	of	the	sea
 71.	 The	South	Wind	blew,	and	me	–	she	drowned
 72.	 I	was	plunged	into	the	lord’s	house	
 73.	 In	the	deep	of	the	sea	death	confronted	me
 74.	 In	the	rage	of	my	heart	I	cursed	the	South	Wind

Anu
 75.	 Ea	is	the	one	who	has	made	him;	(and)	we,	what	can	we	do	(for)	him?
 76.	 Ea	gave	him	wisdom	(and)	we,	what	shall	we	give	him?
 77.	 Bring	him	the	food	of	life,	that	he	may	eat!

  (Ea’s words echo as a remote memory in Adapa’s head)
  You	will	be	offered	food	of	death;	do	not	eat!

 Scene 9
ANU AND ADAPA CONVERSE IN HEAVEN

(Bass with counter tenor)
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Adapa
 78.	 	I	shall	not	eat,	I	shall	not	drink!

Anu
 79.	 Come	Adapa,	why	did	you	not	eat	or	drink?

Adapa
 80.	 	Ea	my	lord	told	me:	“Do	not	eat,	do	not	drink!”

Anu
 81.	 Hence	you	shall	not	live!
 82.	 Alas	for	inferior	humanity!

                         Akkadian

Adapa
 83. ÁYYA  NÍŠῙ  DÁLLĀTI 

 Scene 10
ANU TAKES ADAPA ON A TOUR OF HEAVEN: 
ADAPA DESCENDS BACK TO EARTH

(Orchestra only)

Adapa says one sentence only, repeating Anu's words (line 83 in the 
libretto) – a capella.  This happens in the moment between the conclusion 
of his tour in Heaven and the start of his descent back to Earth.

                                  English

Adapa
 83.	 Alas	for	inferior	humanity!

Adapa
 78. L�  AKKAL     LĀ-AŠÁTTI

Anu
 79. ÁLKA ÁDAPA!  AMM�NI  LĀ-T�KUL  LĀ-TALT�MA

Adapa
 80. ÉA  B ḖLῙ  IK  ̓B  Ấ LA-TÁKKAL  LĀ  TAŠÁTTI

Anu
 81. L�  BALT  ̓�TA
 82. ÁYYA  NÍŠῙ  DÁLLĀTI
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Akkadian

The South  Wind
 84. MAYYĀL-ŠARR Ū́TI  UŠTAPÁRRIR MAYY�LA  UŠTAPÁRRIR
 85. MAYY�LA  ŠA-T ̓ŪB-S Ū́NI  ÁT A̓B MAYY�LA  ÁT  ̓AB

Earth (concludes) - Hymn of Fertility
 86. ANÚMMA  Š Ū́TU  IZIKK  ̓ÁMMA  
 87. EL ḖNU  ZUNN�ŠU  ÁDAD  UŠÁZNAN
 88. ŠÁPLIŠ  ÍLLAKA  M�LU  INA-NÁGBI
 89. MÁLI  ÉK  ̓LU  IŠPIK�ŠU
 90. IPTENÉTTE  IRTÁŠA  NISÁBA
 91. ŠÁMMU  UTSS  ̓  Ấ ŠÚ  ̓Ū  I  ̓ ̓ÍRŪ
 92. ÍTTŪḪ  ÉRTS  ̓ETU  R ḖMŠA
 93. R ḖMU  ÚŠŠUR UŠÉŠŠER  ŠÉRRA

                                                          English

The South  Wind
 84.	 I	have	spread	a	royal	bed,	I	have	spread	a	bed
 85.	 I	sweetened	a	bed	for	a	sweet	lap,	I	sweetened	a	bed

Earth
 86.	 Now	the	South	Wind	blows	again;
 87.	 Above	–	Adad	pours	his	rains
 88.	 Below	–	flooding	comes	up	from	the	springs
 89.	 The	field	is	full	of	yield
 90.	 Nisaba	is	giving	out	her	breast
 91.	 Grass	comes	out,	cereals	grow
 92.	 Earth’s	womb	has	calmed	down
 93.	 The	womb	has	loosened	up	and	could	produce	a	child.

 Scene 11
THE SOUTH WIND ARRIVES AGAIN: ADAPA COPULATES WITH 
HER IN THE COURSE OF EARTH’S “HYMN OF FERTILITY”

(Women’s choir; mixed choir)
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Credits

ADAPA     OP. 76 (2014)
Grand Opera (sung in Akkadian*) in Three Acts, Eleven Scenes
Music:  Tsippi  Fleischer (Israel)

Libretto:  Shlomo Yizre’el (Israel), after the Akkadian source
Dramaturgy:  Yossefa Even-Shoshan (Israel) and Tsippi Fleischer

Three choirs, soloists (main and secondary), a symphonic orchestra
The choirs, soloists and orchestra serve as gods and forces of nature, except for the
main protagonist, Adapa, who appears in quasi-human form.

Three main soloists: 
Adapa – counter tenor – Stefan Goergner (Germany)
Ea, God of the Sea – baritone – Amnon Seelig (Israel/Germany)
Anu, God of the Heavens – basso profondo – Eyal  Edelmann (Israel/Germany)

The three choirs: 
Women – Nymphs on the sea, the South Wind
Men – Gods of the Heavenly Gates
Mixed choir – Earth in time of drought
                         – Earth in time of fertility

Orchestra:   The Moravian Philharmonic Orchestra (MFO), Olomouc (Czech Republic)
The three choirs:  Czech Ensemble Baroque, Brno (Czech Republic) 

Conductor:  Maestro Petr Vronsky (Czech Republic)

Recorded in June 2016 in the Concert Hall of the Moravian Philharmonic  Orchestra (MFO) 

*An ancient Semitic language

Sound, recording, editing and mastering:  František Poul, Bratislava (Slovakia)
Conducting and preparation of choir:  Tereza Valkova, Brno (Czech Republic)
Rehearsal pianist for soloists:  Naaman Wagner (Israel/Germany)

Video
World premiere by visualization in the format of a video-opera. 

Concept, scenario and direction:  Tsippi Fleischer

Costumes and pictorial images:  Sofia Mednikov (Israel) 
Video production:  Avi Elbaz (Israel) 
Visual components and computerized  processing:  Eden Orion (Israel)
Photographers:  Nikolai Bury (Germany), Eden Orion, Michal Orsava (Czech Republic), Noam Harel (Israel)
Drawings:  Rachel Gordin, Ilana Salama 
Scenery implementing Green Screen:  Shira Orion, Nikolai Bury

Booklet of the disc
Contents of the booklet essay (excluding the opera’s libretto):  Dr. Tsippi Fleischer 
English translation:  Gila Abrahamson
Graphic design:  Esther Madar
Printing of the disc:  CDI, Karmiel (Israel)
Printing of the booklet:  MAI Printers, Tel Aviv (Israel)

Overall production coordinator:  Tsippi Fleischer

All pictures of the opera are taken from the world premiere of the video version
(The "2016 Israeli Music Celebration", Tel Aviv Museum, Israel, October 7, 2016)
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